For an interval graph with some additional order constraints between pairs of non-intersecting intervals, we give a linear time algorithm to determine if there exists a realization which respects the order constraints. Previous algorithms for this problem (known also as seriation with side constraints) required quadratic time. This problem contains as subproblems interval graph and interval order recognition. On the other hand, it is a special case of the interval satis ability problem, which is concerned with the realizability of a set of intervals along a line, subject to precedence and intersection constraints. We study such problems for all possible restrictions on the types of constraints, when all intervals must have the same length. We give e cient algorithms for several restrictions of the problem, and show the NP-completeness of another restriction.
Introduction
Two intervals x; y on the real line may either intersect or one of them is completely to the left of the other. When they intersect we denote their relation by x\y (read`x intersects y'), and if x is completely to the left of y we write x y or, equivalently, y x. These simple relations are the starting point for an amazing richness of combinatorial, algorithmic and complexity questions, with applications in vast and numerous areas.
The problems which we shall address here are concerned with the realizability of a set of intervals along a line, subject to constraints. They can be stated as generalizations of interval graphs, of interval orders, or as temporal reasoning problems. We have chosen to use the latter representation just for the sake of having a common language for all our problems: In an Interval Satis ability (ISAT) problem we are given a set of events, and for each pair of events a set of permitted relations between them. The question is whether one can assign to each event an interval on the real line so that for each pair of events, their intervals satisfy one of the permitted relations prescribed by the input. In case the answer is positive, we would also like to construct such a solution, or realization.
Example: The events are x; y; z, and the permitted relations are: between x and y: x y; between x and z: x z or x z; between y and z: y z or y\z. By convention, the converse relations (y x, z x or z x, z y or z\y) are implied and not stated explicitly. Two possible realizations are given in gure 1. To save on writing, we shall denote the permitted relations between a pair of intervals by concatenating these relations. Hence x \y is short for \x y or x\y", x z is short for \x z or x z", and x \ y means there is no restriction on the relation of the two intervals (all relations are permitted).
Interval Satis ability problems arise in numerous practical problems which require the construction of a time line where each particular event or phenomenon corresponds to an interval representing its duration. Haj os 17] originally de ned interval graphs in order to study the intersection data of time intervals. Other applications include seriation in archaeology 22, 23] 33] . In articial intelligence, a lot of such work has been done in temporal reasoning 2], planning 3] and medical diagnosis 28] . There are also non-temporal applications: In genetics, arrangement of genetic material along a linear chain motivated Benzer to study similar problems 5] . A central challenge in modern molecular biology and the Human Genome Project is physical mapping of DNA 7, 21] : It calls for the reconstruction of a map (a realization) for a collection of DNA segments, based on partial information on intersection and precedence relations between pairs of segments.
An important notion in studying interval satis ability problems is the domain: It is the collection of sets of permitted relations in the input. For example, in the domain f\; g, for every two events either the input requires that they intersect or it requires that they should not intersect, but in that case their order is not prescribed. These are the only types of input restrictions. Clearly ISAT restricted to this domain is equivalent to the well-known interval graph recognition problem (on the graph with vertices corresponding to events and edges corresponding to intersecting pairs of events), cf. 15, 27] . Another example is the domain f\; ; g:
Here the only permitted relations are either intersection or order. ISAT on this domain is equivalent to the interval order recognition problem 11] . By allowing other combinations of permitted relations, one gets various interesting generalizations of interval graphs and interval orders. One can thus study ISAT for all possible domains. There are seven non-empty permitted relations (f ; \; ; ; \; \ ; \ g) but two pairs ( and , \ and \ ) are converses, so if one is included in a domain then the other is also implicitly included. Hence, there are 5 distinct relations which form (as non-empty subsets) 31 possible domains. Golumbic and Shamir 16] have studied ISAT on restricted domains and classi ed the complexity (i.e., determined the polynomiality or NP-completeness) of all but four domains, which they conjectured to be NP-complete. Recently, Webber 38] has completed the classi cation by proving that conjecture. One of our goals in this paper is to perform such a classi cation with the additional constraint that all intervals must be of the same length. We call this problem the Unit Interval Satis ability (UISAT) problem. In section 4 we study restricted domains of UISAT and provide a complexity classi cation for all possible domains. While we build on the techniques developed by 16] and 38], the known results for ISAT do not imply anything for UISAT, due to the additional length restrictions on intervals. In the nal analysis, 21 of the domains are shown to have polynomial solutions, and 10 are NP-complete.
The motivation to studying UISAT is similar to that for ISAT, as in many applications noncontainment of intervals is a natural condition. For example, in some planning and scheduling situations all events must have the same length. In many experiments of physical mapping, all the DNA fragments involved have nearly identical length, due to the recombination technique used to generate them (e.g., when the fragments originate from a clone library of cosmids or lambda, cf. 37, 14] ). In these cases, partial information on intersection and precedence of events gives rise to UISAT problems.
Another problem which we study here is the problem of seriation with side constraints:
Order a given set of events subject to an interval graph G (representing all pairs of events which must intersect) a partial order P (representing some -but not necessarily all -nonintersecting pairs which must appear in a certain order). This is indeed ISAT restricted to the domain f\; ; ; g. Note that this problem contains as special cases the interval graph and the interval order recognition problems. An equivalent order-theoretic statement of the problem is: Given a (cocomparability) graph G = (V; E) and a partial orientation R 0 of the edges of its complement G = (V; E), (i.e., R 0 E; R 0 \ R ?1 0 = ;), does there exist an interval order orientation F of G that respects R 0 (i.e., R 0 F)? Korte and M ohring 24] give applications of this problem to seriation in archaeology and to consecutive retrieval with access priorities. This problem arises also in physical mapping experiments, when order information on some pairs of segments is available (see, e.g., 26]).
Golumbic and Shamir 16] give a simple O(n 3 ) algorithm for the problem on a graph with n vertices, and Korte and M ohring 24] give an O(n 2 ) algorithm using MPQ-trees. We give here an algorithm of complexity O(n + m + l), where n, m and l are the number of events, intersections and ordered pairs in the input, respectively (or, in the order-theoretic formulation above, jV j, jEj and jR 0 j). Hence, the algorithm is linear, and provides a substantial improvement over the previous algorithms in situations where interval graph is sparse (and the interval order is dense). Such sparse graphs are typical to many applications (see, e.g., 20] for the discussion of sparse graphs in physical mapping). Our algorithm builds on the new interval graph recognition algorithm by Hsu and Ma 19] .
Section 2 contains basic de nitions and background. Section 3 describes the linear algorithm for interval graph with side constraints. Section 4 provides a complete complexity classi cation of unit interval satis ability problems on all possible domains.
Preliminaries and Background
All graphs in this paper are undirected, nite, and simple unless noted otherwise. Let G = (V; E) be a graph. We use V (G) for the vertex set of G and E(G) for its edge set. We use both uv and (u; v) to denote the edge between u and v. For a vertex u 2 V , the set N(u) = fv 2 V juv 2 Eg is called the neighborhood of u. For a set of vertices U V , the neighborhood of U is N(U) = fv 2 V n Uj9u 2 U s:t: uv 2 Eg. The If G has a realization in which no interval in S properly contains another, then G is called a proper interval graph. Roberts 32] proved that a nite graph is a proper interval graph if and only if it is a unit interval graph. Interval graphs are recognizable in linear time (O(n + m) time, where n = jV j and m = jEj) 6, 25, 19] , and so are unit interval graphs 9].
Let C 1 ; : : :; C k be the maximal cliques in a graph G = (V; E), where V = fv 1 ; : : :; v n g. The clique matrix of G is the n k zero-one matrix C(G) = (m ij ) where m ij = 1 if and only if v i 2 C j . If the columns in C(G) can be permuted so that the ones in each row are consecutive, then we say that C(G) has the consecutive ones property, and we call such a permutation of the columns a consecutive (clique) order. According to Gilmore and Ho man 13], G is an interval graph if and only if C(G) has the consecutive ones property. For C(G) in a consecutive order, let L i and R i be the column indices of the leftmost and rightmost 1's, respectively, in the i-th row of C(G). Clearly, f L i ; R i ]g v i 2V is a realization of G. Such realization is called a canonical realization of G.
For every two intervals x; y on the line, exactly one of the following atomic relations holds:
x y: The interval x is completely to the left of y. Denote by v(I; I 0 ) the atomic relation between the intervals I, I 0 on the line. Golumbic and Shamir 16] de ned the interval satis ability problem (ISAT) as follows: An instance J of the problem consists of a set V of n events, and for each pair of events, x,y, a relation set D(x; y) of permitted atomic relations between them. A set of intervals fI x g x2V , in which for each x; y 2 V , v(I x ; I y ) 2 D(x; y) is called a consistent realization for J. If such a set exists, we also say that the instance J is satis able.
The relation set D(x; y) represents a disjunction of (one or more) possible atomic relations permitted between events x and y in any realization of the instance. Denote, for short, the possible non-empty sets of atomic relations f ; \g, f ; g, f\; g, and f ; \; g, as \, , \ , and \ , respectively. We also write xD(x; y)y instead of v(I x ; I y ) 2 D(x; y). In this notation the non-atomic relation sets are:
x \y: x y or x\y: interval x is not completely to the right of interval y. x\ y: x\y or x y: interval x is not completely to the left of interval y. We use here the algebra of three relations de ned by 16], and not the thirteen-relation algebra of Allen 2] . Like in 16], this is done in order to simplify the analysis (there are 2 2 13 ?1 domains for that larger algebra). The choice of the small algebra is motivated by body of knowledge on interval graphs and orders, as well as by the problem of physical mapping of DNA, in which the input corresponds to the simpler algebra.
We shall always use n to denote the number of events in our instance. For a relation set D we let N D = jfx; yjD(x; y) = Dgj. Note that for any domain = fD 1 ; : : :D k g, P k i=1 N D i = n(n ? 1), but one can assume that only k ? 1 relation sets are given explicitly in the input, so subquadratic times in n are possible. Table 1 
Interval Graph with Side Order Constraints
In this section we study the interval satis ability problem restricted to the domain 2 = f\; ; ; g. In other words, we are given a set of n events, and for each pair of events we We assume that only the pairs of events with relation sets \ and are given explicitly, and the -related pairs are implicit. More precisely, we assume that the input is given as J = (G; C) where G = (V; E), V is the set of events, E = fx; yjx\yg and C = f(x; y)jx yg is the set of additional constraints, presented as ordered pairs. Hence, the algorithm is linear, and when m; l = o(n 2 ) this is an improvement over the previous algorithms. Note that the case m = o(n 2 ) and in fact even m = (n) occur quite often in applications (cf. 20]). Thus, the algorithm is especially suitable for those cases where G is sparse and there are relatively few additional order constraints. Denote Size(J) = m + n + l.
Decomposition into Compliant Modules
Modular decomposition (also known as substitution decomposition) has recently been used by Hsu and Ma to devise a new linear time algorithm for recognizing interval graphs 19]. To solve ISAT( 2 ) in linear time, we shall build on that algorithm and introduce new ideas to handle the order constraints. We assume without loss of generality that all the intervals are open, and that G is connected.
We rst need some simple lemmas on the structure of modules in an interval graph. The following property 19] is immediate by the fact that a chordal graph does not contain an induced cycle of length 4 : Lemma 3.1 (Hsu and Ma, 1991) If S is a module in a chordal graph then either S is a clique or N(S) is a clique. Lemma 3.2 Let G(V; E) be an interval graph and let H be a connected subgraph in G. In a realization f(l v ; r v )g v2V , if v; u 2 H and l v < r u , then every point x 2 (l v ; r u ) is contained in some interval of a vertex in H.
Proof. Since H is connected, it contains a path v = v 0 ; : : :; v p = u. Let k be the largest index such that l v k < x, and let w = v k . Note that k is properly de ned, since l v < x. If w = u then surely l w < x < r w . If w 6 = u then l w < x l v k+1 due to the maximality of k. But l v k+1 < r w , because v k+1 and w must intersect, yielding l w < x < r w . Proof. Suppose a realization of the instance has x y z where x; z belong to a module M and y does not. Since y shatters M, lemma 3.6 implies that M cannot be good.
Note that if the module M is not connected, then the assertion above fails (consider, for example, the module fx; zg with constraints x y z).
Our algorithm decomposes the instance into modules and we shall need to decompose the set of constraints accordingly. We introduce some de nitions to describe the products of the decomposition process, in terms of the graph and the constraints:
De nition 3.9 Let J = (G; C) be an instance of ISAT ( 2 ), and let M be a compliant module The algorithm will perform several phases of contractions and decompositions. Below we show that a single contraction preserves the satis ability of an instance. Let us rst de ne a notion of equivalence between instances:
De nition 3.10 For instances J; J 0 we say that J is equivalent to J 0 if J is satis able if and only if J 0 is. For instances J; J 1 ; : : :; J k we say that J is equivalent to fJ 1 ; : : :; J k g if J is satis able if and only if every J i , 1 i k, is satis able. Similarly we can de ne the equivalence of two sets of instances. Note that this relation is indeed a set theoretic equivalence. Our algorithm for ISAT( 2 ) will rst eliminate (contract) all clique modules in J, and then form a decomposition into type II modules. On each of the resulting instances it then reduces type III modules and examines the satis ability of the resulting instance in which the graph is prime. A failure in any step causes the failure of the whole algorithm. We now describe in detail each of the phases.
Reducing Type I Modules
We rst describe an algorithm which, on a given instance J, either decides that J is unsatis able, or generates a new equivalent instance J 0 with no type I modules. The size of J 0 will not exceed the size of J. Size(J). (3) J is equivalent to J.
We rst need some de nitions: Let G be a graph without type I modules. let M 1 ; : : :; M k be the connected non-singleton modules in G. Form a rooted tree T with nodes n 1 ; : : :n k so that the arc n i n j is in T if and only if M j contains M i as a maximal submodule. The root of T, denoted n 1 , corresponds to V , i.e., M 1 = V . Let S i be the set of vertices in M i which do not belong to any proper submodule of M i . We call S i the skeleton of M i . T is called a type II decomposition tree of G.
For each node n i of T, we de ne a graph G i as follows: If n i 1 ; : : :n it are the children of n i in T, then G i is the graph obtained from G M i ] by contracting each module to a single vertex v 0 i j for 1 j t. Note that G i contains also the original vertices of S i . We say that v 0 i j is the representative of every vertex x 2 M i j in G i , and that each vertex in S i is its own representative in G i . Finally, the lowest common ancestor of nodes n i ; n j in T is the rst node x 2 T which the paths from n i and n j to the root have in common. Note that every node above x has the same representative for vertices x i 2 M i and x j 2 M j , though they have di erent representatives in x.
We are now ready to describe the algorithm:
Procedure Decompose-Modules-II(J; J) Input: instances J = (G; C) with no type I modules. Output: either FALSE, or an equivalent set of instances J = fJ 1 ; : : :; J k g, where each J i = (G i ; C i ) has no type I and type II modules.
total number of edges must be at most m?jMj+1, since there must be a vertex in V nM which is adjacent to every vertex in M, by the assumption that G is connected. By repeating this argument for every node of T, we get that the total number of vertices and edges in G 1 ; : : :; G k is at most m + n. Moreover, every constraint in C appears in at most one instance J i . Hence, P j Size(J i ) Size(J).
Let us now prove property (3): Consider a leaf n r in the decomposition tree T. Since n r is a leaf, S r = M r . De ne J 0 r to be the instance (G r ; C r = C M r ]), andJ = J v=M]. By proposition 3.11, J is equivalent to fJ 0 r ;Jg. By iterating this argument with J =J we nally obtain that J is equivalent to fJ 0 1 ; : : :; J 0 k g. Moreover, J 0 i = J i , since every constraint between nodes in M i appears in J i . Hence J is equivalent to J.
Suppose that the algorithm returns FALSE. Then there exist nodes n i ; n j with lowest common ancestor n t , with x; y 2 M i , z; w 2 M j , and x z, y w in C, and x 6 = y, or z 6 = w. Suppose in the iterated leaf contraction argument above M i was contracted before M j , into a vertex v in G t . Then in the corresponding instanceJ, v shatters M j . Thus, M j is not compliant and by corollary 3.8 J is not satis able.
Complexity: The complexity of constructing the type II modular decomposition tree is O(m+n) 18] . Every G i is isomorphic to a subgraph of G, induced by S i and one representative of every child submodule of n i . Hence, all G i 's can be computed from T in O(m+n) time. The processing done for every constraint takes constant time, besides nding the lowest common ancestor of the vertices participating in it. This latter part can be achieved for all l lowest common ancestor queries, on a tree of size k, in O(l + k) time 35] . Since k n, the total complexity is O(l + m + n).
Reducing Type III Modules
Our next algorithm handles disconnected modules. Let J be an instance with no connected (non-singleton) modules. Note that this implies that every module in J forms an independent set, by lemma 3.3. Either the algorithm decides that J is unsatis able, or it generates an equivalent instance J 0 = (G 0 ; C 0 ) such that G 0 is prime, and the size of J 0 does not exceed the size of J. The algorithm and its correctness proof are very similar to those for type I modules.
Procedure Reduce-Modules-III(J; J 0 ) Input: instance J = (G; C) with no connected modules. Output: either FALSE, or an equivalent instance J 0 = (G 0 ; C 0 ), where G 0 is prime. 
Testing Prime Graphs
There is a one-to-one correspondence between consecutive orders of the maximal cliques in an interval graph G and transitive orientations of its complement G. Since in a prime interval graph this order is unique, up to complete reversal 19], there can be only two possible orientations to G, one the reverse of the other. In a prime graph, take the orientation induced by an arbitrary realization of G: to be satis able, either all constraints in C must follow that orientation, or all of them must oppose it. This justi es the following simple algorithm:
Procedure Solve-Prime(J) Input: instance J = (G; C) with prime G. Output: either FALSE, or a legal exit if J has a realization. Proof. Correctness follows from the discussion above. For the complexity:
Step 1 takes O(m + n) time, for example, by nding a consecutive order 6], and using it to construct the canonical realization. Clearly, step 2 takes O(l) time.
The Complete Algorithm
We can now describe an overview of a linear time algorithm for ISAT( 2 ). The algorithm terminates and returns FALSE Solve-Prime(J 3 i ). 6. Return TRUE The correctness and linearity of each step follow from theorems 3.12, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15, and together we conclude: Theorem 3.16 ISAT( 2 ) can be solved in O(m + n + l) time.
With a slight modi cation to the above algorithm, one can also produce a consistent realization for J in the same time complexity, if one exists.
Unit Interval Satis ability
In this section we study UISAT( ) for each possible domain . We use the names of domains given by Golumbic and Shamir 16] , and Webber 38] . We refer the reader to Table 1 for some special cases of the problem that have been studied previously.
4.1 The domain 1 = f\; ; ; \; \ ; \ g In 16] , it was shown that solving an instance J of ISAT ( 1 ) is equivalent to deciding whether a system of linear inequalities has a feasible solution. Each permitted relation (except \ ) is translated into one or two inequalities on the intervals endpoints, where the inequalities may be weak ( ) or strict (<). We use that formulation, and add an equation l v +1 = r v , for each v 2 V , to force the solution to form a unit interval graph. Substituting for the r v -s, we get the following system (P) of linear inequalities with the variables fl v g v2V : Let A = f(x; y)jx \y or x\yg and B = f(x; y)jx yg. Proof. If G(Q) contains no negative cycle then by the above (Q) has a feasible solution, which is also a solution of (P). Suppose G(Q) contains a negative cycle C = (l 0 ; : : :l k ; l 0 ) and that (P) has a solutionl x . By our assumption P k i=0 w Q i;i+1 < 0 (indices are mod k + 1). Every arc in that cycle corresponds to an inequality in (Q) and to a (weak or strict) inequality in (P) with the same variables. In the subsystem of inequalities corresponding to that cycle in (P), at least one inequality is strict, since otherwise all arcs have positive weight. Let n A and n B be the number of arcs in C from the sets A and B, respectively. Summing the inequalities in this subsystem, we get: Let J be an instance of UISAT ( 2 ). We shall use the linear algorithm for ISAT( 2 ) which was described in section 3. Applying that algorithm to our instance J, if the algorithm returns FALSE, then J has no interval realization, and in particular, no proper interval realization. Otherwise, the algorithm gives a realization of J and, implicitly, an interval order P = (V; <) which respects all the order constraints, but is not guaranteed to be a proper interval order. Theorem 4.4 (Fishburn, 1985) Let H = (V; <) be an interval order. H is a proper interval order if and only if its incomparability graph G does not contain an induced K 1;3 .
By the theorem, as we have already established that P is an interval order, it su ces to check if G contains an induced K 1;3 . A fast way to check this is based on the following lemma: 
In particular, L i < L j and R i < R j .
(() Suppose that v i and v j are adjacent and that L i < L j and R i > R j . Since C L i is a maximal clique, there exist a vertex u 2 C L i n C L j . Since C R i is a maximal clique, there exist a vertex w 2 C R i n C R j . Since L i < L j R j < R i , and since the 1's in M are consecutive, uw 6 2 E, uv j 6 2 E, wv j 6 2 E. Since u; v i 2 C L i we have uv i 2 E. Since w; v i 2 C R i we have wv i 2 E. Hence, fu; w; v i ; v j g induce a K 1;3 in G, so G is not a unit interval graph.
The clique matrix C(G) of an interval graph and a consecutive clique order can be computed in O(n + m) time (see, e.g. Lemma 4.9 Given six intervals fI j g 6 j=1 , the chain of relations I 1 I 2 \I 3 I 4 \I 5 I 6 \I 1 is unsatis able.
Proof. Let l j ; r j be the endpoints of interval I j . Then r 1 < l 2 r 3 < l 4 r 5 < l 6 r 1 , yielding a contradiction.
Theorem 4.10 UISAT ( 5 ) is NP-complete.
Proof. Clearly UISAT ( 5 ) is in NP. We will show a reduction to ISAT( 5 ) from Not-AllEqual (NAE) Satis ability restricted to positive formulas, which is de ned as follows: The input to the problem is a boolean formula =^m i=1 C i in the set of variables X = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g. Each clause is of the form C i = y i 0 _ y i 1 _ y i 2 , where y i j is a literal representing a variable in X for all i; j. Note that there are no negations of variables. The question is whether there exists a truth assignment to the variables, such that in every clause either one or two variables are true. Schaefer 34] has shown that this problem is NP-complete.
A simple gadget which we use repeatedly in the construction is a switch: It consists of two events I 1 ; I 2 related as I 1 I 2 (see gure 4). The whole construction consists of n + 3m + 1 switches: One for each variable, three for each clause (one per literal), and one special (which we call pivot) switch. Each switch and its two events will be indexed for identi cation. A variable component will be just a switch V (x) for each variable x 2 X. only if: Suppose is satis able by a NAE-assignment A. We will describe a unit interval realization S for P :
Choose positive values 1 ; 2 ; 3 , where 1 < 1 2(MAX(m;n)+2) , 2 < 1 6 , and 3 < 2 2 .
We rst de ne a real value place(x) for each switch V (x) in our instance: It is easy to see that for each x, ? 1 2 < place(x) < 1 2 ? 1 . For each switch V (x), we de ne two unit intervals at distance 3 We have to prove now that we have generated a unit interval realization of P . As all intervals were de ned to be of unit length, we only need to verify that the realization satis es all the relations.
Consider two intervals I; I 0 2 S: If I; I 0 belong to the same switch V (x), then they are assigned to the disjoint intervals ILEFT(x) and IRIGHT(x). 
Conclusion
For every domain , which is a set of disjunctions of the atomic relations ; ; \, one of the following holds:
is contained in one of 1 ; 2 ; 3 . In this case UISAT( ) is clearly polynomial.
contains one of 0 ; 5 . In this case UISAT( ) is clearly NP-hard.
Thus, we have resolved the complexity of UISAT( ) for all possible domains . Figure 7 summarizes the complexity in all domains of UISAT. In summary, there are 21 polynomial domains and 10 NP-complete ones. Interestingly, the resulting classi cation of the domains is identical to that done by 16] and 38] on ISAT problems. As noted by 16], one of the byproducts of this classi cation is the ability to speed up the solution of problems on NP-complete domains, by nding the polynomial domain which contains the largest number of relations in the input, thereby minimizing the size of enumeration needed.
In practical applications it often happens that the lengths of the intervals are only roughly equal. This situation raises new interesting interval satis ability problems similar to the ones discussed in this paper, in which intervals lengths vary between 1 ? and 1 + , for some small 
